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Abstract 
A graph G was defined in [16] as Pd-reducible, if no vertex in G belongs to more than one 
chordless path on four vertices or Pd. A graph G is defined in [ 151 as A-sparse if no set of 
five vertices induces more than one P4 in G. P4-sparse graphs generalize both Pd-reducible and 
the well known class of P4-free graphs or cogruphs. In an extended abstract in [ 111 the first 
author introduced a method using the modular decomposition tree of a graph as the framework 
for the resolution of algorithmic problems. This method was applied to the study of b-sparse 
and extended A-sparse graphs. 
In this paper, we begin by presenting the complete information about the method used in 
[ 111. We propose a unique tree representation of A-sparse and a unique tree representation of 
Pd-reducible graphs leading to a simple linear recognition algorithm for both classes of graphs. 
In this way we simplify and unify the solutions for these problems, presented in [ 16-191. The 
tree representation of an n-vertex P4-sparse or a P4-reducible graph is the key for obtaining O(n) 
time algorithms for the weighted version of classical optimization problems solved in [20]. These 
problems are NP-complete on general graphs. 
Finally, by relaxing the restriction concerning the exclusion of the CS cycles from P4-sparse 
and fi-reducible graphs, we introduce the class of the extended P4-sparse and the class of the 
extended A-reducible graphs. We then show that a minimal amount of additional work suffices 
for extending most of our algorithms to these new classes of graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The class of Pd-reducible graphs was introduced in [ 161 as an extension of Pd-free 
graphs or cographs, i.e. the graphs not containing as an induced subgraph a chordless 
path on four vertices. A graph G is Ph-reducible if none of its vertices belongs to more 
than one induced Pd. Another class which generalizes both cographs and Pd-reducible 
graphs is the class of Pd-sparse graphs. A graph G is defined in [15] as Pd-sparse 
if every set of five vertices in G induces at most one Pd. This definition leads to a 
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characterization of this class by seven forbidden configurations (21,. . . ,ZT} presented 
in Fig. 1. 
The practical applications (to computational semantics, examination scheduling, clus- 
tering analysis, group-based cooperation) of these two classes of graphs, have certainly 
motivated the theoretical and algorithmical study by Jamison and Olariu of Pd-reducible 
graphs in [ 16, 191 and of P4-sparse graphs in [ 17,18,20]. In [ 16,171 are proposed, re- 
spectively, a unique tree representation for P4-reducible and for P4 sparse graphs. These 
tree representations are obtained by extension of the unique tree, called the cotree, 
that is associated with a cograph (see [6] for details). They are the framework for 
the linear recognition algorithms in [ 19, 181 and for the O(n) optimization algorithms 
in [20]. 
However, most of these results cannot be easily generalized for other classes of 
graphs and a considerable effort is necessary to understand them. 
In a recent extended abstract [ 111, Giakoumakis studies P4-sparse graphs by using 
as basic data structure the well known modular decomposition tree. This study has put 
forth an algorithmic framework that yields novel lines of attack on the study of both 
structural and algorithmic properties of a large number of graph classes. 
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In our paper we first present the complete information about this framework that, 
due to space limitations, was only sketched in [l 11. 
We propose a unique tree representation for a Pd-sparse graph and a unique tree rep- 
resentation for a Pb-reducible graph obtained from the associated modular decomposi- 
tion tree. Using this tree as basic data structure, we propose a simple linear recognition 
algorithm for both P4-sparse and Pb-reducible graphs. The modular decomposition tree 
is also the framework for the O(n) time algorithms for classical optimization problems, 
namely for finding a maximum weight clique, a maximum weight stable set for an 
n-vertex Pd-sparse graph and an optimal weighted coloring as well as a minimum 
weight clique cover for an n-vertex Pd-reducible graph. In this way we extend the 
solutions proposed in [20] for the non-weighted versions of these problems. We re- 
call that all of the above problems are NP-complete on general graphs (see [lo] for 
details). 
By relaxing the restriction concerning the exclusion of the chordless cycle on five 
vertices or Cs (denoted by 2, in Fig. 1) we introduce the classes of extended Pd-sparse 
and extended Pd-reducible graphs. We then show that with a minimal additional work 
we can easily extend to these new classes most of our algorithms for P4-sparse and 
Pd-reducible graphs. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide the terminology and 
the background information about the modular decomposition of graphs, in Section 3 
we present the complete information in [l l] for the modular decomposition of P4- 
sparse graphs and in Section 4 we present the modular decomposition of Pd-reducible 
graphs. In Section 5 we present a unique recognition algorithm for both P4-sparse and 
P4-reducible graphs. In Section 6 we propose our optimization algorithms and finally, 
in Section 7 we present our results for the extended Pb-sparse and the extended P4- 
reducible graphs. 
2. Modular decomposition of graphs 
For terms not defined in this paper the reader is referred to [3, lo]. All graphs con- 
sidered in this work are finite, without loops nor multiple edges. The set of vertices 
of a graph G is denoted by V(G) and the set of its edges by E(G), with cardi- 
nalities j V( G)[ = it and ]E(G)] =m. For XC V(G), G[X] will denote the subgraph 
of G induced by X. The neighbourhood of a vertex u is N(u) = {w 1 uw E E(G)}, while 
N(X) (X C V(G)) is the set of vertices outside X adjacent to at least one vertex 
of X. A clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices and a stable set is a set of pair- 
wise non-adjacent vertices. A coloring of G is obtained by associating a color to each 
vertex of G (usually a color is an integer in [l . . n]) with the restriction that two 
adjacent vertices of G do not have the same color. An optimal coloring is a coloring 
of G using a minimum number of colors. 
A chordless path on k vertices is denoted by Pk, a chordless cycle on k vertices is 
denoted by Ck, while a Ck cycle with k 3 5 is called long cycle or hole. 
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Let 3 be a set of graphs, we shall say that a graph G is Z-free if no induced 
subgraph of G is isomorphic to a graph of 3’. A set of graphs F will be T-free if 
every graph of F is s-free. 
A subset A4 of vertices of a graph G is said to be a module of G, if every vertex 
outside M is either adjacent to all vertices in A4 or to none of them. Obviously, M is 
a module in G iff A4 is a module in G. V(G), the emptyset and the singletons of G 
are trivial modules and whenever G has only trivial modules will be called prime or 
indecomposable. If G is prime then G and G are connected and if n > 2 then n > 4. 
A non-trivial module A4 is also called a homogeneous set. If A4 = {x, y}, x and y 
are called twin vertices. A module M will be strong, if for any module M’, either 
M’ n A4 = 0 or one module is included into the other. A maximal strong submodule H 
of a module M, will be a strong module of G contained in M such that any other 
strong module H’ containing H also contains M. 
The modular decomposition is a form of graph decomposition that associates with a 
graph G a unique decomposition tree noted henceforth by T(G). The leaves of T(G) 
are the vertices of G, while the set of leaves associated with the subtree rooted at 
an internal node, corresponds to a strong module A4 of G. T(G) represents all the 
strong modules of G. An internal node is labeled by P (resp. S,N) for parallel, (resp. 
series, neighbourhood) module. The module corresponding to a P-node induces in G 
a non-connected graph, that of an S-node induces a connected graph whose com- 
plement is disconnected and that of an N-node induces a connected graph whose 
complement is also connected. The process of constructing T(G) is defined as 
follows: 
Parallel modules are decomposed into their connected components, series modules 
into their complement connected components and neighbourhood modules into their 
maximal strong submodules. Since every vertex of a neighbourhood module N is con- 
tained into a unique maximal strong submodule of N (see [4] and [9]), there is only 
one possible decomposition at each step and thus T(G) will be unique. 
Remark. The cotree is a special case of T(G) since a P4-free graph has only parallel 
and serial modules. 
The efficient construction of the modular decomposition tree T(G), received a great 
deal of attention. Quite recently, linear time algorithms for the modular decomposition 
have been proposed in [5,7]. 
3. Modular decomposition of P4-sparse graphs 
In this section we shall review the method used [I I] for the study of P4-sparse 
graphs. Concerning the recognition problem of a P4-sparse graph G, the key idea of this 
method is to transform this problem into that of a set of prime graphs associated with G. 
All the results from [ 1 l] will be given with their proofs. 
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3.1. The set of prime graphs 
Let h be an internal node of T(G). We denote by M(h) the corresponding module 
of G i.e. the set of leaves of T(G) whose least common ancestor in T(G) is h. Let 
also V(h) = {hl, hg,. . ., h,} be the set of children of h in T(G). The representative 
graph G(h) of the module M(h) is the graph whose vertex set is V(h) and whose 
edge set is obtained by adding an edge h,hj in G(h) if and only if there is a vertex 
of M(hi) adjacent to a vertex of M(h,). Note that by the definition of a module, 
if a vertex of M(hi) is adjacent to a vertex of M(hj) then every vertex of M(hi) will 
be adjacent to every vertex of M(hj). Thus, G(h) is isomorphic to the graph induced 
by a subset of M(h) consisting of a single vertex from each maximal submodule of 
M(h) in the modular decomposition of G. It is easy to show that if h is an S-node then 
G(h) is a complete graph, if h is a P-node, G(h) is edgeless and if h is an N-node 
G(h) is a prime graph. 
Notation. Given the modular tree T(G), we denote by X(G) the set of prime graphs 
{G(NI,...,G(N,)}, where {Ni , . . . , N,} is the set of the N-nodes of T(G). 
Theorem 3.1. Let Z be a prime graph such that / V(Z)/ > 3, then a graph G is Z-free 
ifs z(G) is Z-free. 
Proof. Since every graph of X(G) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G, the 
only if part is obvious. Let us assume by contradiction that a(G) is Z-free while there 
is an induced subgraph of G isomorphic to 2. Let q be the least common ancestor of 
the set of vertices of 2 in T(G) and let (41,. . . ,qk} be the set of children of q. 
Claim. 1 V(Z) n V(M(qi))l < 1, i = 1,. . ,k. 
First, observe that since q is the least common ancestor of the vertices of Z in T(G), 
Z is not entirely contained in one module M(qi). If we assume that a module M(qi) 
contains a subset H of V(Z) of at least two vertices, H would be a non-trivial module 
of Z, contradicting our assumption that Z is a prime graph. Thus, the claim is proved. 
The above result implies that Z is an induced subgraph of G(q) and thus q is an 
N-node, otherwise if q were an S-node (resp. a P-node), V(Z) would be a clique 
(resp. a stable set) contradicting our assumption that Z is prime graph. Hence rr(G) is 
not Z-free, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.1. A prime graph Z is an induced subgraph of a graph G if and only !f 
Z is an induced subgraph of a graph of n(G). 
Consider now the set {Zi, . . . ,ZT} of the forbidden subgraphs of a Pb-sparse graph G. 
We can easily check that Zi, Z2 and Zs are prime graphs while each graph of 
{24,Zs,Z6,27} contains exactly one non-trivial module of two vertices. From Theo- 
rem 3.1 we deduce immediately the following result: 
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Corollary 3.2. A graph G is (2, ,Zz, Z3}-free if and only if every graph of z(G) is 
{.G,z2,Z3)-$-ee. 
3.2. The marking process 
Consider now the set of prime graphs n(G) of G. Since every graph of z(G) is 
isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G, if G is {Z,,. . .,ZT}-free (i.e. G is P4- 
sparse) then every graph of a(G) will be {Z, , . . . ,ZT}-free. But since no graph of 
W = {24,25,26,27} is prime, Theorem 3.1 implies that even when every graph of 
rc(G) is W-free, G could contain a graph in W as induced subgraph. In order to trans- 
form the recognition problem of G into that of n(G), we shall mark the vertices of 
the graphs of n(G) that are likely to create in G a graph isomorphic to a graph in 
{24,25,26,27}. More precisely let us mark each vertex h of every graph of n(G), 
whenever this vertex is not a leaf i.e. this vertex is the label of a module of G in its 
modular decomposition tree T(G). Let us call a P4 with at least one vertex marked, a 
marked A. 
Remark. Observe that, by applying this marking process to each modular decomposi- 
tion tree T(Zi), where Zi is a graph in {24,25,26,27}, we associate to Zi a marked P4 
having exactly one vertex marked. This observation, is the key idea in the following 
result: 
Theorem 3.2. If W = {24,25,Z,j,Z7}, then a graph G is W-free ifand only cfno graph 
of z(G) contains either a marked P4 or a subgraph isomorphic to a graph of W. 
Proof. Assume first that G contains none of the graphs in W as induced subgraph. 
Since every graph of n(G) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G, z(G) is obvi- 
ously W-free. Assume now that there is a graph H of z(G) containing a marked P4, say 
P and denote V(P) = { w,x, y,z}. Let h be the N-node of Z’(G) whose representative 
graph is H and assume that w is one marked vertex of P. Clearly w labels an internal 
node of T(G) and thus by considering two vertices of the non-trivial submodule M(w) 
of M(h) and one vertex from each maximal module M(x), M(y) and M(z) of M(h), 
we obtain an induced subgraph of G isomorphic to a graph of W, a contradiction. 
Conversely, assume that z(G) is W-free and that no graph of z(G) contains a marked 
P4. Suppose by contradiction that G is not W-free. Let Z be an induced subgraph of G 
isomorphic to a graph of W, let t be the least common ancestor of the set of vertices 
of Z in T(G) and let { tl ,. . . , tk} be the set of children of t. Since by the choice 
of t, Z is not entirely contained in a module M(ti), i E [I . . . k], t cannot be a P-node, 
for otherwise Z would be disconnected, nor an S-node, for otherwise there would be 
a module Q in Z adjacent to every vertex of V(Z) - Q, a contradiction. Hence, t is 
an N-node and since by assumption G(t) is Z-free, there must exist a module M(ti), 
iE[l . . . k] containing more than one vertex of Z. We can easily verify that the only 
possibility in the modular decomposition of Z, is that M(ti) contains the twin vertices 
of Z while three other maximal submodules M(t) contain each, one vertex of the three 
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remaining vertices of 2. However, there would be a marked PJ in the representative 
graph G(t) of t, the marked vertex being ti, a contradiction. 0 
3.3. On prime Pd-sparse graphs 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 suggest that the task of recognizing a P4-sparse graph G, can 
be transformed into the recognition of its associated set of prime graphs X(G). Hence, 
these results motivated us to establish a characterization of prime P4-sparse graphs. 
We shall derive such a characterization from a basic theorem given by Jamison and 
Olariu in [ 171 and based on a special graph, the spider, whose definition in [ 171 is as 
follows: 
A graph G is a spider, if the vertex-set V(G) admits a partition into sets S, K and 
R such that: 
(i) S is a stable, K is a clique and ]SI = IKI 22. 
(ii) Every vertex in R is adjacent to all vertices in K and misses all the vertices 
in S. 
(iii) There exists a bijection f between S and K such that either N(x) = {f(x)} for 
all vertices x in S or else N(x) = K - {f(x)} for all vertices x in S. 
Observation. We can easily verify that whenever [RI < 1, the spider does not contain 
any non-trivial module. Henceforth, we shall call such a spider, a prime spider. 
Notation. Given a spider G, we shall refer to the triple (S(G), K(G), R(G)) as the 
spider-partition of G. 
We now recall the theorem established in [ 171: 
Theorem 3.3 (Jamison and Olariu [17]). For a graph G the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) G is a P4-sparse graph; 
(ii) for every induced subgraph H of G with at least two vertices, exactly one of 
the following statements is satisjied. 
ii. 1. H is disconnected, 
ii.2. i? is disconnected, 
ii.3. H is isomorphic to a spider. 
We deduce the following characterization of prime P4-sparse graphs: 
Corollary 3.3. A graph G is a prime P4-sparse graph ifs G is isomorphic to a prime 
spider. 
Proof. It is sufficient to recall that for every prime graph G, G and G are 
connected. 0 
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Notation. Let H be a graph of n(G) and let (S(H),K(H),R(H)) be its spider-partition. 
H is a weakly-marked spider if no vertex of S(H) UK(H) is marked. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph containing a Pd. G is Pa-sparse t3 z(G) is a set of 
weakly marked prime spiders. 
Proof, Assume first that G is Pd-sparse and let H be a graph of x(G). Since H is a 
prime Pa-sparse graph, by Corollary 3.3 H is a prime spider. Let (S(H),K(H),R(H)) 
be the spider-partition of H, [R(H)1 < 1. By Theorem 3.2 no P4 in H contains marked 
vertices. Thus, since every P4 in H is entirely contained in the graph induced by 
S(H) UK(H), we deduce that H is a weakly-marked spider. 
For the converse, assume that X(G) is a set of weakly-marked prime spiders. Then, 
no graph of rc(G) contains a marked P4. Moreover, since a prime spider is a Pd-sparse 
graph, Theorem 3.1 implies that G is (21, &,&}-free and Theorem 3.2 implies that G 
is {&,Z5,Z~,Z7}-free. 0 
4. Modular decomposition of a Pb-reducible graph 
We shall now apply in the context of Pd-reducible graphs the method described in 
the previous section. In order to transform the recognition problem of a Pd-reducible 
graph G into that of the associated set of prime graphs rc(G), we first recall from [ 161 
the following characterization of a Pd-reducible graph: 
Theorem 4.1 (Jamison and Olariu [16]). A graph G is P4-reducible if and only if for 
every induced subgraph H of G exactly one of the following conditions are satis$ed: 
(i) H is disconnected, 
(ii) H is disconnected, 
(iii) there exists a unique P4 abed in H such that every vertex of H outside 
{a, b,c,d} is adjacent to both b and c and non-adjacent to both a and d. 
Consider now, the set of prime graphs E(G) of a graph G and for each graph of 
n(G) use the marking process proposed in previous section, namely mark each vertex 
that is not a leaf in T(G). 
We are now in position to present the main theorem of this section (a bull is graph 
Zia depicted in Fig. 1). 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a graph containing a P4. G is Pd-reducible iff every graph 
of z(G) is either a non-marked P4 or a bull having at most one marked vertex: the 
vertex of degree 2. 
Proof. We shall prove first the only if part. Consider a Pd-reducible graph G and 
denote by T(G) its modular decomposition tree. Let G(Ni) be a graph of rc(G) and 
M(Ni) the module of G associated with the node Ni of T(G). Since G is a Pd-reducible 
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graph and Ni is a N-node, G[M(Ni)] and G[M(N,)] are connected. Thus, G[M(Ni)] 
verifies the condition (iii) of Theorem 4.1 and consequently three cases may occur 
with respect to M(Ni) - {a, b, c, d}: 
M(Ni) - {a,b,c,d) =0, then G(N,) is a P4. 
lM(Ni) - {a, b,c,d}/ = 1 then G(N,) is a bull. 
jM(Ni) - {a, b,c,d}l > 1 then M(Ni) - {a, b,c,d} is a maximal submodule of 
G[M(N,)] and thus G(Ni) is a bull with one marked vertex representing the maxi- 
mal submodule M(Ni) - {a, b, c, d}. 
For the if part we suppose that every graph of n(G) is either a non-marked P4 or a 
non-marked bull or a bull with only one marked vertex: the vertex of degree 2. Thus, 
each graph of n(G) contains exactly one induced P4 of G. Moreover, by Corollary 3.1, 
each P4 of G will be an induced subgraph of a graph of rc(G). Finally, observe that 
two P4’s of G do not share a common vertex of G, for otherwise there would be two 
graphs of n(G) sharing this vertex, a contradiction. 0 
Notation. A weakly-marked bull has at most one marked vertex, the vertex of degree 2. 
4.1. Forbidden configurations for P4-reducible gruphs 
We now give an equivalent definition of Pd-reducible graphs by forbidden configu- 
rations. We use the fact that P4-reducible graphs are P4-sparse graphs. 
Notation. Let 9 be the set of graphs {Zt, . . ,Zg} depicted in Fig. 1. 
Theorem 4.3. A graph G is P4-reducible iff G is b-free. 
Proof. Since no graph in d is Pd-reducible the only if part of the theorem is obvious. 
Consider now a z-free graph G. Since G is {Zt,. ,Z,}-free, G is a Pd-sparse graph. 
Let h be an N-node of the modular decomposition tree T(G) of G. Since G(h) is 
prime, Corollary 3.3 implies that G(h) is isomorphic to a prime spider. Let (K,S,R) 
be the spider-partition of G(h). ]K] <2 for otherwise we find a Zs or a Zg as induced 
graph of this spider. Hence IKI = 2 and consequently G(h) is isomorphic to a P4 or a 
bull or a weakly-marked bull according to R = 0 or IRI = 1 or IRl > 1. The result holds 
by applying Theorem 4.2. 0 
5. Linear recognition algorithm for P4-sparse and P4-reducible graphs 
Theorems 3.4 and 4.2 allow us to present a unique recognition algorithm for both 
Pd-sparse and P4-reducible graphs. 
Algorithm. RecognitionP4-spurseP4-reducible 
Input: A connected graph G. 
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Output: The message “G is a cograph” or “G is Pd-reducible” or “G is Pd-sparse” 
or “G is neither Pd-reducible nor PJ-sparse.” 
Complexity: O(n + m). 
Step 1. Construct the modular decomposition tree T(G) of G. If T(G) has no N-node 
then return “G is a cograph”. 
Step 2. Construct from T(G) the set of prime graphs z(G) and mark every vertex 
that is not a leaf. 
Step 3. Test if each graph of Z(G) is a weakly marked spider; if not then return 
“G is neither Pd-reducible nor P4-sparse” else test if each graph of z(G) is a non- 
marked P4 or a weakly-marked bull; if yes return “G is a Pa-reducible graph” and if 
not return “G is a P4-sparse graph”. 
Complexity. The construction of T(G) needs O(n + m) time (see [5,7]). Step 2 can 
be done in O(n + m) time by a bottom-up traversal of T(G) (see [21]). 
Step 3 needs O(n) time if in Step 2 we find the degrees of the vertices of each 
graph Gi of rc(G). Indeed we can find the degree of each vertex of Gi in O(ni + mi) 
time, ni = (I V(Gi)l and mi = (]E(Gi)I. Next, we can sort the vertices of Gi in increasing 
order of their degrees in O(ni) time, with usual technics of sorting integers ranging 
from 0 to ni e.g. bucketsort (see [l]). For testing if Gi is a weakly marked spider 
we can first test if Gi is a split-graph Gi = Ki + Si (Ki being a clique and Si a stable 
set) in O(ni) time (see [12]). Further, we check if each vertex of Si of degree 1 or of 
degree IKI - 1 or of degree IKI - 2. In the latter case the only vertex of Ki that is not 
adjacent to any vertex of Si will be eventually marked. Since the number of nodes of 
T(G) is O(n) ([21]) and since a bull or a P4 can be recognized in constant time, we 
clearly need O(n) time for Step 3. 
It follows that the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(n + m), as 
claimed. 0 
Remark. If G is a P4-reducible graph, in Step 2 we can find the set of its induced 
P4’s. 
6. Optimizations for P4-sparse and P4-reducible graphs 
In [20] Jamison and Olariu proposed O(n) algorithms for finding a maximum size 
clique, a maximum size stable set, a minimum coloring and a minimum covering by 
clique for an n-vertex P4-sparse graph G, assuming that the unique tree provided by the 
recognition algorithm [18] is available. In [20] are provided first O(n) time algorithms 
for solving the weighted versions of these problems for an n-vertex cograph. Then, it 
is showed that for a P4-sparse graph G, there is a greedy algorithm that always returns 
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an induced cograph G’ unique up to isomorphism, called canonical cograph. Finally, it 
is proved that each of the above problems can be transformed into a weighted version 
for G’. We recall that all of the above optimization problems are NP-complete for 
general graphs (see in [lo] for details). 
In this section we first propose for an n-vertex Pd-sparse graph G,O(n) time algo- 
rithms for finding a maximum weight clique and a maximum weight stable set. Next, 
we propose O(n) algorithms for finding an optimal weighted coloring and a minimum 
weight clique cover for an n-vertex PJ-reducible graph G. We assume that the recog- 
nition of G has been performed using the algorithm of Section 5 and thus the modular 
decomposition tree T(G) and the set of prime graphs n(G) are available. The reader 
can easily verify that since that the number of nodes of T(G) is O(n) ([21]), the time 
complexity of our algorithms is also O(n). 
6.1. Finding a maximum weight clique of a Pa-sparse graph G 
We assume that for each graph H of K(G) with spider-partition (S(H),K(H),R(H)), 
an array AH is available. That array associates with every vertex s in S(H) its unique 
image f(s), along with a bit indicating whether or not s and f(s) are adjacent. We 
shall call AH a spider-array. A similar array is also used in [20]. 
Our algorithm that exhibits a maximum weight clique %? in a Pd-sparse graph G 
proceeds in two stages. During the first stage (Step 1 ), T(G) is traversed in postorder 
and value(q), where q is a node of T(G), stores the size of a maximum weight clique 
in M(q). We recall that M(q) is the set of vertices of G whose least common ancestor 
in T(G) is q. If the graph induced by M(q) is a prime spider, value(q) is computed 
by calling the procedure spider-clique. The second stage performs a preorder traversal 
of T(G). At the end of this stage, if a leaf of T(G) has an ancestor in T(G) marked 
by I during the first stage, then that leaf is marked too. Such a vertex cannot be in 
the computed maximum weight clique. 
Algorithm Max_ Weight-Clique (T(G)). 
var GT?: a maximum weight clique of G. 
begin 
Step 1. 
Traverse T(G) in a postorder; 
if a node q of T(G) is a leaf then 
value(q) + weight(q) 
else if q is an internal node then 
let Q be the set (41,. . , qk} of the children of q; 
if q is an S-node then 
value(q) +- value(qi) +. . . + value(qk) 
else if q is a P-node then 
select qi E Q such that value(qi) is maximum over Q; 
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value(q) t value(qi); 
mark with J- every node in Q - {qi} 
else /* q is an N-node */ 
value(q) c clique_spider(G(q)); 
Step 2. 
Traverse T(G) in preorder; 
if a node q is marked with I then 
mark with i every child of q; 
‘3 t {u E V(G) 1 v is unmarked} 
end; {Max_ Weight-Clique} 
function clique-spider (H): integer. 
Let S(H),K(H),R(H) be the spider-partition of H with S(H) = (~1,.  . ,sk}. Let AH 
be the spider-array of H; 
begin 
if s1 is adjacent to f(si) (i.e. every vertex of S(H) is of degree 1 in H) then 
X t {Sl,..., &J(H) u R(H)}, with 5’i={Si,f(Si)}, i=l,..., k 
else 
x t {Sl,..., &,WO u WO), with Si={Si,N(si)}, i=l,..., k. 
/ *X is the set of the maximal cliques of H * / 
Let C be the clique such that value(C) is maximum over X 
/* value(C) is equal to the sum of the values of the vertices of C */. 
Mark with I every vertex in V(H) - C; 
clique-spider +- value(C); 
end; { cliquespider} 
6.2. Finding a maximum weight stable set of a Pd-sparse graph 
In order to compute a maximum weight stable set for a PA-sparse graph G, the 
same procedure applies except that the S-nodes and P-nodes are interchanged as well 
as stable sets and cliques in the spiders of rc(G). The reader can easily verify that 
conforming with these interchanges, the task of finding a maximum weight stable set 
is precisely the same as that of computing a maximum weight clique. 
Remark. If G is a Pd-reducible graph we do not need the spider-array as input in the 
above algorithms. Indeed, in this case every graph of rc(G) is either a P4 or a bull 
and the neighbourhood of any vertex in the spider-partition of a graph of n(G) can be 
found in constant time. 
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6.3. Finding an optimal weighted coloring .for a Pd-reducible graph G 
In the Optimal_weighted_coloring algorithm which we expose below, we consider 
the weighted version of the graph coloring problem used in [20] in the solution of 
the optimal coloring of a cograph. More precisely, we assume that when optimal- 
weighted-coloring terminates, every vertex v of a Pd-reducible graph G stores an or- 
dered pair of positive integers (weight(v), color(v)) with the implication that r is 
assigned consecutive colors from color(v)-weight(v)+ 1 through color( 0). As expected, 
the ranges of colors of two adjacent vertices do not intersect. The maximum value of 
color(v) over V(G) equals the size of a maximum weight clique in G. 
We do not have O(n) time-algorithm for the solution of this version of the graph 
coloring problem for an n-vertex Pd-sparse graph. However, it must be pointed out that 
the number of colors needed for an optimal coloring of a Pb-sparse graph, does not 
necessarily equal the size of a maximum weight clique. Consider for example graph Zs 
depicted in Fig. 1. Assume that the weight of every vertex in the stable set is 2 while 
the weight of every vertex in the clique is 1. We can easily verify that the number of 
colors needed for an optimal coloring of this graph, is greater than 3 which is the size 
of a maximum weight clique. 
Our coloring algorithm traverse T(G) in preorder; the details are spelled out by the 
following pseudo-code: 
Algorithm. Optimal-weighted-coloring. 
Znput: T(G) and n(G) of a Pb-reducible graph G. 
Output: An optimal weighted coloring of G. 
Step 1: Compute value(root(T(G)), / * using the algorithm max-weight-clique */. 
Step 2: Call Coloring(root(T(G), 0). 
Algorithm. Coloring(q, low). 
q: A node of T(G); low + 1: The lowest color used for coloring G[M(q)] 
begin 
if q is a leaf of T(G) then 
color(q) t low + value(q) 
else if q is a P-node then 
for each child qi of q in T(G) call Coloring(qi,low). 
else if q is an S-node then 
let {ql,qT,...,qk} be the set of children of q in T(G) 
call Coloring(q,, low). 
call CoZoring(q2, low + vaZue(ql)). 
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call CoZoring(qk, low + ualue(ql) + uaZue(q2) + . f. + value(qk_I)). 
else /* q is an N-node */ 
call Color-bull(q, low) 
end; (Coloring) 
Algorithm. Color-buZl(h, low) 
Let H be the representative graph of h in T(G) and let hl, hz, h3, hq be the induced 
P4 in H with edges ei = hlhz, e2 = hzh3 and es = h3h4. The value(ej), i= 1,. . . ,3, is 
equal to the sum of the values of its vertices. Denote by ho the vertex of degree 2 if 
ho is a bull or a pseudo-vertex with value = 0 if H is a Pd. 
begin 
if value(e2) + value(ho) > max(value(ei), value(es)) or 
value(e2)amax(value(ei),value(es)) then 
color(h2) +- low + value(h2); 
color(hs) 6 color(h2) + value(ha); 
color(h3) + color(hs) + value(h3); 
color(hi) c color(hz)+value(hi); 
color(h4) +- low + value(h4); 
else if value(ei) > max(value(ez), value(e3)) then 
color(hi) t low + value(hi); 
color(h2) + color(hi) + value(h2); 
color(h3) c low + value(h3); 
color(hs) + color(hs) + value(hs); 
color(h4) +-- color(h3) + value(h4) 
else (value(e3) > max(value(ei),value(ez))) 
color(h4) c low + value(h4); 
color(hs) c color(h4) +value(hs); 
color(h2) c low + value(h2); 
color(hs) + color(h2) + value(hs); 
color(hi) +- color(h2) + value(hr ); 
if ho is an internal node of T(G) then 
call Coloring (ho, color(ho) - ualue(ho)); 
end; {Color-bull}. 
6.4. Finding a minimum weighted clique covering for a P4-reducible graph G 
The problem of finding a minimum clique covering (resp. weighted clique cover- 
ing) of a graph G is equivalent to the optimal coloring (resp. weighted coloring) 
of ??. Thus, a minimum weighted clique covering of a P4-reducible graph G can be 
obtained by applying the algorithm optimal-weighted-coloring to T(G). It is easy to 
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see that T(G) can be obtained by interchanging the S-nodes and P-nodes of T(G) 
and by replacing each graph H of rc(G) by p. Since the number of nodes of T(G) 
is O(n) ([21]) and each p is obtained in constant time, O(n) time suffices for con- 
structing T(G). 
Remark. For an n-vertex PJ-sparse graph G, it is an easy task to obtain simple O(n) 
time algorithms for the unweighted versions of all the problems considered in this 
section. Let us discuss briefly the problem of finding an optimal coloring of G. 
Each node q of T(G) stores the size of a maximum clique of the graph induced 
by M(q). This can be obtained by assigning weight 1 to each vertex of G and 
then applying rnax_weight_clique. We traverse T(G) in preorder. For S-nodes and 
P-nodes the same process is applied as in the algorithm optimal_weighted_coloring for 
Pb-reducible graphs. Finding an optimal coloring of a spider H (H is the representative 
graph of an N-node) can be easily done in O(l V(H)I) time, once the spider-partition 
(S(H),K(H),R(H)) is known after the recognition algorithm has been performed. In- 
deed, we first color K(H)UR(H) and then we assign to each vertex s E S(H) the color 
of f(s) if s is non-adjacent to f(s) or any color of K(H) U R(H) - {f(s)} if s is 
adjacent to f(s). 
7. An extension of P4-sparse and Pb-reducible graphs 
We may now attempt to relax the restriction concerning the exclusion of the long 
cycles from P4-sparse and from P4-reducible graphs. We obtain thus two wider classes 
of graphs, called henceforth the class of the extended P4-sparse graphs and the class 
of the extended P4-reducible graphs. An extended P4-sparse graph is thus a graph 
that is {Ps,P5,Z4,. .., ZT}-free and an extended P4-reducible graph G is a graph that is 
{P5,E,z4,...,&)-f ree. Clearly, the only long cycles that are allowed to be induced in 
these graphs, are the Cs cycles. 
Extended P4-sparse and extended P4-reducible graphs are not perfect in the sense 
given by Berge in [2]. In that paper a graph G was defined as perfect, if for every 
induced subgraph H of G the chromatic number X(H) of H equals the largest number 
w(H) of pairwise adjacent vertices in H. 
A graph is minimal imperfect if G itself is imperfect but every induced subgraph 
of G is perfect. The only known minimal imperfect graphs are the odd long cycles 
(or holes) and their complements. Berge in [2] conjectured that these are the only 
minimal imperfect graphs, conjecture that is still open. The above question known 
also as the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture stimulated over the years an intensive 
research that established the perfection of many families of graphs. Naturally for each 
class of perfect graphs the question concerning the complexity of some classical NP- 
complete problems has been investigated. A result of Griitschel et al. in [ 131 shows that 
the decision problems concerning the chromatic, stability, density and clique covering 
number is polynomial for perfect graphs. But the proposed algorithms, although of 
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polynomial complexity, are not efficient from a practical viewpoint. Thus, it is of great 
interest to establish efficient algorithms for such NP-complete problems. 
Regarding the class of P4-sparse graphs we know it is a class of perfect graphs since 
it is a subclass of {Ps,E, C,)-free graphs which are weakly triangulated graphs and 
thus perfect [14]. 
The purpose of this section is to show that most of the algorithms presented in 
Section 6 can be applied with the same time complexity to an extended Pa-sparse and 
to an extended P4-reducible graph G by performing some minor modifications. For this, 
we shall look more carefully into the properties of the C5’s in G. 
Proposition 7.1 (Fouquet [S]). Let G be a connected {P5,E}-free graph having at 
least 6 vertices. Every vertex of G that is at distance 1 from a Cs, say C, of G will 
be adjacent to every vertex of C (type l), or to exactly two non-adjacent vertices 
of C (type 2), or to exactly three consecutive vertices of C (type 3). 
We deduce now the following: 
Corollary 7.1. Let G be an extended P4-sparse or an extended P4-reducible graph 
and C a chordless cycle of five uertices in G, then V(C) is a homogeneous set in G. 
Proof. Indeed we can easily verify that the vertices of type 2 or of type 3 induces 
in G one of the forbidden graphs Z4 or Z,. 0 
This leads us to the following result: 
Theorem 7.1. Let G be a graph containing a P4; 
(i) G is an extended PA-sparse graph ifs every prime graph of n(G) is isomorphic 
to either a weakly-marked spider or a non-marked Cs; 
(ii) G is an extended P4-reducible graph lyevery prime graph of I-C(G) is isomorphic 
to either a non-marked P4 or a weakly-marked bull or a non-marked Cs. 
Proof. First observe that since every long cycle C is a prime graph, by Corollary 3.1, 
C will be an induced subgraph of a graph Gi of n(G). But since Gi is a prime graph, 
by Corollary 7.1, we deduce that Gi is exactly the graph C. Thus, since the graph 
obtained by removing every C, from G is P4-sparse or P4-reducible, the result follows 
by applying Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.2. 0 
7.1. Linear recognition algorithm 
The above theorem suggests a slight modification in the algorithm of Section 5 
for the recognition of an extended P4-sparse or an extended Pa-reducible graph G in 
O(n + m) time. Indeed at step 3, for each graph H of rc(G) it is sufficient to add the 
supplementary test: H is isomorphic to a non-marked C5. 
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7.2. Optimization algorithms 
The algorithm max-weight-clique of the previous section can be applied with a slight 
modification to an extended Pd-sparse graph G. Indeed, once the recognition algorithm 
of G has been performed, we replace each Cs by an edge whose weight is maximum 
over this CS. We then apply max-weight-clique to the resulting graph G’ which is 
obviously Pd-sparse. For finding a maximum weight stable set we have only to replace 
each C5 in G with two non-adjacent vertices whose sum of weights is maximum over 
every pair of non-adjacent vertices of this Cs. 
We do not have an O(n) algorithm for finding an optimal weighted coloring or a 
minimum weighted clique cover of an extended PJ-reducible graph. However, O(n) 
algorithms for an n-vertex extended PJ-sparse graph can be easily derived from the 
algorithms concerning Pd-sparse graphs for the unweighted versions of these problems. 
Indeed, we can replace every C, in an extended Pd-sparse graph by an edge (for the 
maximum clique problem) or by two non-adjacent vertices (for the maximum stable 
problem) or by a Cx (for the optimal coloring problem). In the resulting graph we then 
apply the corresponding optimization algorithm. For coloring a C5 we have to use the 
three colors of its corresponding Cs. A minimum clique cover for extended Pd-sparse 
graphs is obtained in an analogous process. 
8. Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper is to show how the modular decomposition can be used 
to bring the structural properties of graphs to light and for obtaining simple optimal 
solutions for important graph problems. We believe that using the technics presented 
here, most of the optimization problems having efficient solutions for cographs, can 
been solved efficiently for many other classes of graphs strictly containing the class of 
cographs. This promises to be an exciting area for further research. 
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